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Alntract--The present paper, along with an earlier one by Rodin, interprets the entirety of solutions of 
Burgers equation discovered so far, from a unifying view point as derivable from the solutions of a boundary 
value problem for the heat equation. A much larger class of solutions for a general piston motion is found and 
discussed with reference to the existing solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years Burger's equation has received considerable attention as a model equation for 
describing nonlinear viscous wave phenomena as well as one dimensional turbulence. A 
summary of exact solutions of this equation together with their physical interpretation has been 
given by Benton and Platzman[1]. These solutions describe only initial value problems for 
- ~ < x < =. Such exact solutions become possible due to the simple transformation f the initial 
conditions into those for the linear heat equation over the same interval through the well-known 
Hopf-Cole transformation. The boundary value problem for Burgers equation for the half plane 
0 < x < ~, with boundary conditions imposed on the boundary x = 0, has comparatively been 
neglected. This problem relates, for example, to a general piston motion. Kochina [2] gave an 
approximate solution for a periodic boundary value problem. More recently, Rodin[3] gave an 
exact formulation of the boundary value problem and considered, in some detail, the situation 
when the boundary value problem for -~  < x < ~ is equivalent to an initial value problem on 
- ~ < x < 0o. This happens, for example, when the piston displacement and velocity are so large 
that he waveform "gets away" from the piston in a time small compared to the time scale of the 
process involved. Lighthill[4] has also treated the piston problem (which is a boundary value 
problem) as an initial value problem, making use of this equivalence. Rodin[3] has recovered 
Fay's solution[5] and the exact solutions of Benton[6], giving clearly the specific boundary 
conditions which give rise to these solutions, and has also derived the velocity field due to a 
sinusoidal piston motion. He has generated these solutions, starting from the formal solution of 
the heat equation in O, 
- F~.)(t).x,. ® G~,~(t)x,.+, 
0 =.~-o 8 -7~.  ÷.~-o$"(2n+1)!' (1.1) 
which satisfies the boundary conditions 
o(o ,  t )  = F ( t ) ,  0 , (0 ,  t )  = G( t ) .  (1.2) 
These solutions are unique on - ® < x < o~ if F and G are analytic. Further, these solutions may 
be thought of as infinite sums of the products of functions of x and function of t, generalising thus 
the class of such solutions given in [1] in Table 1 and the corresponding Table 2 of the 'allied' 
solutions. 
The purpose of the present paper is to enlarge the class and extend the scope of solutions for 
the boundary value problems considered by Rodin. In particular, our solutions may be thought of 
as linear superpositions of similarity solutions, corresponding tothe boundary conditions in the 
form of convergent infinite series in t, the time, and extend the solutions contained in Tables 2, 3 
and 4 of [ 1 ]. For this purpose, we make an extensive use of papers by Widder [7, 8] and Rosenbloom 
and Widder [9]. Our study supplements that of Rodin and gives a whole new class of solutions for 
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boundary value problems for Burger's equation besides interpreting, from a unifying viewpoint, 
solutions compiled by Benton and Platzman[l]. 
2. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The Hopf-Cole transformation 
u = -2~5 0 In O(x, t), (2.1) 
changes the Burger's equation 
into the linear heat equation 
u, + uux = 8u,=, (2.2) 
O, = 80~. (2.3) 
Here u is the excess wave velocity, t is the time and x = x - ct is the coordinate moving with the 
ambient sound speed c. The coefficient 8 is the 'diffusivity of sound', being a combination of 
different diffusivities which affect acoustic attenuation. I  the present paper we consider the flow 
produced by a moving piston with displacement H(T)  and velocity H'(t),  say, at x = O. The 
boundary conditions for such a situation with subsonic piston movement is[10] 
u[H(t), t] = H'(t),  (2.4) 
which, in the case of large displacement and velocity of the piston, may be approximated by 
_ H ' ( t )  
u(O, t )= O, ux(O, t ) -  H(t)"  (2.5) 
The boundary conditions (2.5) pose a well-defined problem for (2.2) over the interval -=  < x < oo. 
This boundary value problem, as remarked earlier, is equivalent to an initial value problem over 
-o :  < x < ®. In the following we show how various solutions of [1] may be interpreted as 
piston problems and may be generalised with the help of Widder's expansions. We observe that 
the above boundary value problem requires that O(x, t) is an even function of x and, hence, 
u(x, t) is an odd function of x, leading to N-wave type of solutions. We shall also consider 
solutions of the solitary compression wave type which are not covered by the above class and, 
instead, represent piston motions for the semi-infinite line 0 < x < oo. 
3. EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF HEAT FUNCTIONS AND 
ASSOCIATED HEAT FUNCTIONS 
Widder's expansion[9] for 0 in terms of even heat functions 
- (2z)e,--k> 
v2, = (2n )!t" ~]o k l . -~- f f  ) ! , (3.1) 
though apparently a sum of products of powers of t and the similarity variable z = x/2t ~r~ is 
merely 'diagonal series' of the Maclaudn's double series solution of the heat equation and is, in 
fact, the same as used by Rodin. The latter is the sum of the double series by columns [9]. This 
will, therefore, give the solutions considered earlier by Rodin. We, therefore, consider the 
expansions in terms of the associated (even) heat functions w2,, 
where 
O(x, t) = a + ~,  b:.w~.(x, t ), (3.2) 
n-o  
W2n ~ I -(2n÷t~/2 l (4~r~',~ e-'2H.(z). 
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The constant a in the above and in what follows is introduced to make O(x, t) positive. H. (z) is, 
of course, Hermite polynomial of degree n in z. The above series converges absolutely inthe half 
plane t > cr where 
.-~lim sup -~lb~. I"" = cr <~.  
We observe that the series (3.2) is a linear superposition of the solutions (3.4) of Benton and 
Platzman[1] and generalises the solution (2.1') of Lighthill[4] (Fig. 6, of [1]). It is easily 
verified that this solution, representing a solitary pair of equal compression and expansion pulses, 
is generated by the piston displacement 
t 
H(t) = ('1 + t'r~) ~" (3.3) 
The solution (3.2) for 0 gives 
~. b~,w~,+,(x, t) 
u = , (3.4) 
a +~ob2,,w2n(X, t) 
corresponding to the general piston displacement 
H(t)= [a +'~.ob2.t-"-"2(-1)"~]-:. (3.5) 
We note in passing that if we ignore initial conditions and consider the boundary conditions 
alone, Rodin[3], we could obtain the solutions 
O(x, t) = a + ~, b.w.(x, t ) ,  (3 .6 )  
n-o  
which would generalise the solution 
0 = - 1 + t-' e -z2. 2z. (3.7) 
This solution gives the wave form shown in Fig. 13, of [1] and is obviously not 
antisymmetric in x. 
4. EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF TEMPERATURE FUNCTIONS OF 
PORITSKY AND POWELL 
Now we turn to other expansions in terms of temperature functions 
fo ~ y2.+i (2ti/:)2"+Ii 2"+' x >0 T.(x,t)=2 k(x+y,t)~dy= erfc z, t>O (4.1) 
where 
U, (x, t) = 2 k(x + y, t) dy = (2t 1/2)2"i2" erfc z, 
k(x, t) = (4~rt) -"2 exp - x2/4t, 
which are the functions first introduced by Poritsky and Powell [ 11 ] but redefined by Widder as 
Weirstrass transforms. It is surprising that their representation in terms of i" erfc, the nth 
integral of the complementary error function, has nowhere been mentioned by Widder. We use 
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Widder's Theorem[7] for expansion of a solution of the heat equation, say, 
O(x, t) =~ b.U,(x,t), 
n~O 
which is convergent for 0 < x <•and0< t < =,withlim suplb.I ~/- = q iffforx >O, Res >0, 
fo e-"O(x, t) dt = exp - sx-I/2 . F(s ), (4.2) 
where F(s) is analytic for ]s[ > q and is defined by the series 
bn 
F(s ) = ~'-o s"+~ " (4.3) 
A similar theorem holds for O(x, t)= ~ ~T,(x, t). 
n mO 
Thus, the solution 
O(x, t) = a + bo erfc z + ~ b.(2t"2)2"i ~" erfc z, 
nml  
u(x,t)= 20rbt~r~e-: +"" ~'(2t'")2"-'i"-' erfcz 
a + bo erfc z + ~ b.(2t'r~)'"i "" erfc z 
n~l  
(4.4) 
with u (x, O) = 0 for x > O, 
.,o 
a + bo+~t b.t"/F(n + 1) 
, t>O 
represents an initial boundary value problem leading to the generalisation of the similarity 
solution of Lighthill (3.1' and Fig. 10, of [1]). Similarly, the solution 
O(x, t) = a + ~ a.(2t'/=)2"+'i="+' effc z, 
n-o  
~-o a"(2t'2)'"i'" effc (z) 
u(x,t)=2 ® 
a + ..~ a~(2t '12)~"+~i2"+~ erfc z 
(4.5) 
u (x, O) = 0 for x > O, 
. •  a.t"/F(n + I) 
u (0, t) = 2 
a + ~.oa.t~e"+"/'/r(~-~ )" 
generalises (3.2' of [1]) describing the decay of a sharp compression front (Fig. 12 of [1]). 
We observe that the above solutions u(x, t) do not solve boundary value problem stated in 
Section 2. However, with their help we may construct solutions which are odd functions of x. We 
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illustrate this by referring to the solutions (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5) of [I]. Making use of theorem 5.2 
of Widder[7], we have 
-'1 e ~2s ' r~(s  'r2 .... 1)--21e'-* (x  ) L erfc 2-~- t  ~12 -F (x , t ) .  (4.6) 
The solution (4.2) of [1], is obtained by forming from (4.6) the even function of x, 
O(x, t) = F(x, t)+ F ( -x ,  t). (4.7) 
The solution u(x, t) from this O(x, t) represents he diffusion of an initial compression step to a 
steady shock (Fig. 14 of [1]). This is the solution of the boundary value problem posed in Section 
2 with 
H(t)  = e -z' (2-  erfc t'")-~. (4.8) 
The solution (4.3) of [1], is obtained merely by a superposition of the above solution with (1.2), of 
[1], that is, by writing their 
G(x, t) = e'-" - F(x, t). (4.9) 
Solutions (4.5) and (4.5') of [1], however, are obtained by making the solution, 
O(x, t) = a + tv2i erfc z, 
even by adding the solution 0 = x, which is 1.7 of[l]. 
The method used to obtain (4.2) of [1], is obviously applicable to our solutions (4.4) and (4.5). 
5. WlDDER'S EXAMPLES 
A large number of explicit solutions of Burger's equation may be obtained simply by referring 
to the table of Laplace transforms and making use of Widder's theorems. We conclude our 
discussion by referring to an example of Widder[7]: 
l r x÷|  O(x,t )=~te er fc (z+t 'n )+e '-x erfc(z-t'~2)]. (5.1) 
This solution is deceptively close to (4.2) (see [11). However, (5.1) can be rewritten in terms of the 
function F(x, t) as 
O(x, t) = e x+' + F(x, t) - F ( -x ,  t). (5.2) 
This solution gives 
u = 2 F(x, t) + F ( -x ,  t ) -  e "+' + (~rt)-'t2e - : ' '  
F(x , t ) -F ( -x , t )+e . . . .  
e - |  2I + >o, 
u(x,0) = -2  tanh x. 
(5.3) 
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